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What Are Standards?
A standard is an established norm
or requirement for a repeatable
technical task. It is usually a formal
document that establishes uniform
engineering or technical criteria,
methods, processes, and practices.
Geospatial standard: A standard for
geo-data, geo- services.
Practically speaking, an agreed
upon way of doing things through
collective processes, including
negotiation.

What is Canada’s History With Standards?
Canada’s large geographic area and
relatively small population relative to
other countries has pushed us to adopt
technology to manage our resources
Without technology, we would not be
able to manage our resources
effectively
Canada has a rich history in geomatics,
GIS, remote sensing, and standards as
a result of this adoption
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What is Canada’s History with ISO Standards?
Back to our history…
TC 211 beginnings
Canada has a rich history in
geomatics, GIS, remote
sensing, and standards as a
result of this adoption
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GeoConnections:
A National Program within Canada
Innovative and Collaborative Spatial Data
Infrastructure Solutions for Canada
A Spatial Data Infrastructure is an interoperable
system of systems enabling access and usage of
geospatial information and services.
GeoConnections is mandated to advance
Canada's Geospatial Data Infrastructure (CGDI)
through activity, partnership, and
investment alignment to meet user needs and
address federal priorities
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What Organizations Do We Work With for Standards?
International Organization for Standardization
Largest standards organisation in world. Very
structured, country organised way of developing
standards internationally.
We participate in geospatial standards via
committees who develop them (ex. geomatics:
technical committee 211).

Methods, tools, services for data management,
acquiring, processing, analyzing, accessing,
presenting and transferring such data in digital /
electronic form between different users, systems and
locations.

38 participating members/countries, 32 observing
We lead the imagery working group for imagery/
earth observation standards, and geodetics.
For a history of Canada's Story with ISO check out
the following: link

The Federal Geospatial Platform (FGP): An
Enterprise Approach
The FGP is the
Government of
Canada’s node of
the Canadian
Geospatial Platform

An enterprise
approach aligns
projects to Canada’s
strategies, missions
and goals to
improve
performance
FGP: https://maps.canada.ca/en/index.html
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What Organizations Do We Work With For Standards?
Open Geospatial Consortium
International development organization,
including many from N. American industry
“Open” standards - anyone can use; no cost.
Strong technical, practical focus.
>500 members representing leaders in
geospatial. NRCan is a Strategic member
(highest level)
Benefits:
Access to the standards technology,
resources, steering direction of future work
Practical initiatives exploring new standards
and their implementation.

What Organizations Do We Work With For Standards?
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)

Led by Web inventor and Director Tim
Berners-Lee, W3C's mission is to lead the
Web to its full potential.
We participate in W3C, developing Maps for
HTML technology. Promotional and development
workshops.
Scope: standardization of maps in browsers

This technology provides anyone the flexibility to
drag and drop geo-data into a web browser to
view it
Benefits: Improving accessibility and use of geodata for all users, developing the next generation
of spatial technologies for the web.

https://github.com/Maps4HTML/MapML
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What Organizations Do We Work With For Standards?
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Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure
(Arctic SDI)

A multi-country collaboration to develop
a spatial data system for mapping the
Arctic
The organisations and their standards
mentioned previously form the basis of
the Arctic SDI
Canada is 1 of 8 participating nations
Benefits: the Arctic SDI provides the
technology and standardized data to
monitor and analyse the Arctic with
science based geo data. Ex. Diplomacy

Canada, Iceland, Finland, Sweden,
Norway, Russia, U.S.A. and the
Kingdom of Denmark are developing
the Arctic SDI, a Digital Arctic twin.

https://geoportal.arctic-sdi.org/
https://arctic-council.org/en/

What Organizations Do We Work With For Standards?
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United Nations Committee of Experts on
Global Geospatial Information Management
(UN-GGIM)
United Nations initiative to foster the global
development of geospatial information
They lead geospatial information collaboration
at this level that fosters development of
geospatial tech
Includes standards and their use

We participate in meetings, respond to requests
for development of policy and development
documents, support UN-GGIM, coordinate at
Federal level
Benefits: Support direction or trends,
diplomacy, steering via leadership, networking
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GeoConnections, Operational Policies and
Standards Section. Our people...
Eric Loubier: Director General.
Sumit Gera: GeoConnections Director (CGDI), OGC Strategic Member.
Cameron Wilson: Section Head, Manager, OGC Planning Committee, Arctic SDI National Contact Point,
Canada Forum on Geospatial Standards.
Simon Riopel: Arctic SDI, Contract/Contribution Agreement Mentor, UN-SDI inputs, Policy formation.
Ryan Ahola: OGC, DFO.
Peter Rushforth: Map Markup Language (MapML is a NRCan Crown Asset), Discrete Global Grid System
implementation standard (analytics).
Shannon Denny: Web service harvesting and reporting, communications, Indigenous engagement, IBP,
strategy.
Eric Wright: Geo Web Harvesting, Geo Technology, Contract Management.
Graham Wilkes: ISO Imagery Working Group lead, User Needs Assessment and deliverables
development, Canadian Consortium for Arctic Data Interoperability, Carleton MoU, Contribution
Agreements (CA). Email questions to graham.wilkes@Canada.ca
Ahmad Ayubi: MapML development.
Honourable mention to Kristine Hirschkorn and Yanmei Wu.
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